Abstract. The origin of stony meteorites landing on Earth today is directly linked to the history of the main belt, which evolved both through collisional evolution and dynamical evolution/depletion. In this paper, we focus our attention on the main belt dynamical evolution scenario discussed in Petit et al. (2001) . According to Petit et al., during the planet formation epoch, the primordial main belt contained several Earth masses of material, enough to allow the asteroids to accrete on relatively short timescales.
Introduction
Meteorites are hand-samples of asteroids (and possibly comets) that have survived passage through our atmosphere to reach the Earth's surface. Properly analyzed, the bulk composition, mineralogy, and petrology of meteorites can be used to constrain planet formation processes as well as the evolution of the solar nebula. For example, by identifying where meteorites with different chemical and isotopic signatures originated, we may be able to deduce the compositional and thermal gradients that existed in the solar nebula (e.g., Burbine et al. 2002) .
One of the most challenging aspects of this problem is placing our meteorite samples into the appropriate geologic context. At present, we have limited information on which meteorites go with which parent bodies (or their immediate precursors). Determining the linkages between meteorites and their parent bodies is a critical goal of asteroid and meteorite studies.
Our first task is to identify the source regions for those meteorites landing on Earth today. Before a meteorite can reach Earth, it must first become part of the Earth-crossing 358 William F. Bottke et al. object (ECO) population (perihelion distance q 1.017 AU and aphelion distances Q 0.983 AU). 2002a) showed that nearly all of the observed ECOs (mainly diameter D > 1 km objects) originated in the main belt. Because most meteorites have physical properties similar to the observed main belt asteroids, and because meteoroids must follow the same dynamical pathways as km-sized ECOs (and near-Earth asteroids, or NEOs; q 1.3 AU and Q 0.983 AU) once they reach planetcrossing orbits, we infer that the majority of meteoroids reaching Earth are from the main belt (e.g., Vokrouhlický & Farinella 2000) .
Our next task is to determine how meteoroids, the meter-sized precursors of the meteorites, are delivered to Earth. Numerical simulations have shown that meteorites travel from the main belt to Earth through a two-step process.
In the first step, main belt asteroids collide with one another at high velocities (∼ 5 km s −1 ; Bottke et al. 1994) and undergo fragmentation (see Asphaug et al. 2002 and Holsapple et al. 2002 for recent reviews). The orbits, spin states, shapes, and internal structures of the surviving bodies are determined from the kinetic energy and specific nature of the impact. The largest disruption events occurring in main belt over the last several Gy produced the observed asteroid families (e.g., Zappalá et al. 2002) . The typical ejection velocities produced by these fragmentation events are 100 m s −1 (Bottke et al. 2001; Michel et al. 2001; 2003) ; in most cases, this leaves the ejecta relatively close to the impact site (i.e., within a few 0.01 AU).
In the second step, fragments with diameter 0.0001 < D < 20 km undergo slow but steady dynamical evolution via the Yarkovsky effect, a thermal radiation force that causes small objects to undergo semimajor axis drift as a function of their spin, orbit, and material properties. As described in the chapter by Vokrouhlický et al. (2004; this book) , the drift rate for meter-size stones in the main belt is ±(0.01-0.001) AU My −1 , while the drift rate for iron meteoroids is ∼ 10 times slower.
This process drives some of these objects into powerful resonances produced by the gravitational perturbations of the planets (e.g., the 3:1, ν 6 resonances). Numerical studies show that test objects placed in such resonance have their eccentricities pumped up to planet-crossing orbits (e.g., Wisdom 1983). Once on planet-crossing orbits, meteoroids have their dynamical evolution dominated both by resonances and gravitational close encounters with the planets. A small fraction of these bodies go on to strike the Earth (∼ 1%; Gladman et al. 1997; Morbidelli & Gladman 1998) , though most impact the Sun or are ejected from the inner solar system via a close encounter with Jupiter (Farinella et al. 1992; Gladman et al. 1997) .
The missing component in this description is collisional evolution, namely the length of time meteoroids survive against collisional disruption. If collision disruption timescales are short, the immediate precursors of nearly all meteorites must be in the NEO/ECO populations, while if they are long, the immediate precursors are likely to be main belt asteroids. An important clue used to determine the immediate source region of most meteoroids is the cosmic-ray exposure (CRE) ages of meteorites. CRE ages measure the time interval spent in space between the meteoroid's formation as a D < 3 m body (following removal from a shielded location within a larger object) and its arrival at Earth (e.g., Morbidelli and Gladman 1998) . The CRE ages of most stony meteorites are between ∼ 10-100 My, while iron meteorites have CRE ages between ∼ 0.1-1.0 Gy (Caffee et al. 1988; Marti & Graf 1992; Eugster 2003) . Because these timescales are longer than the average dynamical lifetime of near-Earth asteroids (∼ 4 My; Bottke et al. 2002a) , we infer that many meteoroids, particularly iron meteoroids, had to obtain considerable damage from cosmic rays while drifting in the main belt as a meter-sized body. Thus, it is likely that most meteoroids originated in the main belt.
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Given that there are more than 20,000 meteorites are in our existing collection (Grady 2000) , and that the meteoroid delivery scenario described above allows nearly any main belt asteroid to produce meteoroids, one would expect the Earth to be on the receiving end of samples from thousands upon thousands of distinct parent bodies. Tests of these samples, however, suggests the opposite; our meteorite collection could represent as few as ∼ 100 different asteroid parent bodies: ∼ 27 chondritic, ∼ 2 primitive achondritic, ∼ 6 differentiated achondritic, ∼ 4 stony-iron, ∼ 10 iron groups, and ∼ 50 ungrouped irons (Meibom & Clark 1999; Keil 2000; Burbine et al. 2002) . If we ignore the stony-iron, iron, and differentiated meteorites for the moment, this number is reduced to ∼ 30 objects. This value seems surprisingly small when one considers the large number of main belt asteroids that should have disrupted over the last 4.6 Gy.
What are our models missing? As far as we can tell, our numerical simulations are doing a reasonable job of tracking the dynamical evolution of meteoroids throughout the inner solar system. Our treatment of collisional evolution among the meteoroid population, however, is less advanced. At present, we have yet to realistically track how meteoroids evolve via comminution over several Gy of solar system history. This is a difficult problem, partly because main belt collisional models need accurate starting conditions and constraints, but also because the outcome is strongly linked to the main belt's dynamical history. For example, the dynamical events occurring during the planet formation era (e.g., wandering planetary embryos, the formation of the Jovian planets) almost certainly influenced the main belt population observed today.
Thus, to correctly model meteoroid evolution, we need to be able to:
(i) determine how the main belt population collisionally and dynamically evolved over its history, (ii) model the disruption of individual parent bodies within such a model, (iii) track how the fragment size distribution of each parent body evolves with time, (iv) determine how the meteoroid population derived from each parent body is affected by sources (e.g., new meteoroids produced by a 'collisional cascade' among the parent body's fragment size distribution) and sinks (e.g., dynamical loss mechanisms such as Yarkovsky effect/resonances; collisional disruption), (v) determine how many meteoroids from each disrupted parent body would have reached Earth over a window starting ∼ 0.1 Ma (i.e., the maximum terrestrial residence time of stony meteorites in the Antarctic; Bland et al. 1998 ).
At present, we are still struggling to accurately model these processes. Despite this, our group has made enough recent progress to show some interesting preliminary results in this brief paper. Our focus will be on the origin and evolution of the stony meteorites; we save a discussion of iron meteorites for future work. We start with a discussion of how the main belt may have dynamical evolved over solar system history.
Dynamical Evolution of the Main Belt
One of the most important constraints on planet formation processes is the apparent mass depletion of the main belt. During the planet formation epoch, the primordial main belt was believed to have contained several Earth masses of material, enough to allow the asteroids to accrete on relatively short timescales (e.g., Weidenschilling 1977; Wetherill 1989 ). The present-day main belt, however, only contains ∼ 0.0005 Earth masses of 360 William F. Bottke et al. material (e.g., Britt et al. 2002) . Though several scenarios have been proposed to explain this putative loss of mass (e.g., see review by Petit et al. 2002) , the best available model at present is that described by Petit et al. (2001) . We describe their results by dividing them into 3 distinct phases.
Phase 1: Dynamical Excitation of the Primordial Main Belt by Embryos
Planetesimals and planetary embryos accreted in the primordial main belt during the first few My of solar system history. According to planetary accretion models, runaway growth should have produced Moon-to Mars-size embryos throughout the inner solar system (< 4 AU) over a timescale of ∼ 0.1-1 My (Wetherill 1989; Wetherill & Stewart 1989; Weidenschilling & Davis 2001) . Models describing the evolution of planetary embryos and planetesimals in the inner solar system have been investigated by several groups (e.g., Wetherill 1992; Agnor et al. 1998; Chambers & Wetherill 1998; 2001; Petit et al. 2001) .
Once formed, planetary embryos in the inner solar system perturbed both themselves and the surviving planetesimals. This was modeled by Petit et al. (2001) , who tracked the evolution of 56 embryos started on circular, slightly inclined orbits (0.1
• ) between 0.5 and 4 AU using the MERCURY integration package (Chambers & Migliorini 1997) , and then created several simulations where the recorded masses, positions, and velocities of the embryos were used to gravitationally perturb test bodies initially placed on circular, zero inclination orbits. The test bodies were designed to represent asteroids in the primordial main belt that failed to accrete with various planetary embryos during runaway growth. The dynamical evolution of the test bodies were tracked using the numerical integrator SWIFT-RMVS3 (Levison & Duncan 1994) , with perturbations of the planetary embryos included using techniques described by Petit et al. (1999) . Petit et al. (2001) found that after 1-2 My, planetesimal e, i values were already high enough to initiate fragmentation, while at 10 My, the e, i values of some test bodies were as high as ∼ 0.6 and ∼ 40
• , respectively. These perturbations cause collision velocities to steadily increase throughout Phase 1.
Phase 2: Dynamical Depletion of the Main Belt by Embryos and Jupiter/Saturn
In the core accretion model, planetary embryos were also forming near where Jupiter is found today (∼ 5 AU). At some unknown time during Phase 1, these embryos merged and produced a ∼ 2-20 Earth mass core, where the core's large size may have been a byproduct of water ice condensation beyond the so-called "snowline" (Wuchterl et al. 2000; Inaba et al. 2003) . Numerical modeling results suggest that once this core was massive enough to accrete gas from the solar nebula, Jupiter obtained its full size within ∼ 1 My (e.g., Pollack et al. 1996) . It is believed that Jupiter (and presumably Saturn) formed 10 My after the formation of the first solids (Pollack et al. 1996; Guillot & Hueso 2003) .
The introduction of Jupiter and Saturn into the solar system, which marks the beginning of Phase 2, had a dramatic effect on the dynamical structure of the primordial main belt (Fig. 1) . To simulate this, Petit et al. (2001) injected Jupiter and Saturn, with their present-day masses and orbital elements, into the evolving system of embryos described in Phase 1 at 10 My. They found that gravitational perturbations from Jupiter and Saturn, when combined with the mutual gravitational perturbations of the embryos, dynamically excited those bodies residing in the main belt. In most simulations, the embryos achieved high enough e, i values to push themselves out of the main belt. Eventually, as the embryos collided and merged, a system of terrestrial planets was formed.
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• ) and another with 0.48 Earth masses (a = 1.5 AU, e = 0.03, and i = 23
• ). This result illustrates the success and failures of the current generation of late-stage planet formation models; it is possible to generate terrestrial planet systems reminiscent of our Solar System, but the planets are dynamically hotter than Earth and Venus. Despite these limitations, however, the terrestrial planets produced by Petit et al. (2001) are similar enough to our own system (e.g., no planet is crossing the main belt) that they can be used to investigate the evolution of the primordial main belt.
To determine what happened to the main belt after the formation of Jupiter, Petit et al. (2001) inserted 100 test bodies on circular, low inclination orbits between 1.0-2.0 AU and 1000 test bodies between 2.0-2.8 AU into the embryo/Jupiter/Saturn system described above (Fig. 1) . The test bodies were tracked for 100 My, with their orbits modified by the combined perturbations of the embryos and Jupiter/Saturn. Fig. 1 shows the test bodies becoming highly excited, with most objects eliminated by striking the Sun or being thrown out of the inner solar system via a close encounter with Jupiter after a few My. For the 1000 bodies started between 2.0-2.8 AU, five survived to become embedded within the main belt zone. These results imply that the main belt may have dynamically lost 99% of its primordial material through dynamical excitation.
The end of Phase 2 is somewhat nebulous. We believe a good working definition is the time when the dynamically-excited population becomes depleted enough that it is no longer capable of producing a statistically significant number of disruptions in the main belt population. Using dynamical results from Morbidelli et al. (2001) , we assume Phase 2 ends ∼ 400 My after the end of accretion and the onset of fragmentation.
Phase 3: Collisional Evolution in a Depleted Main Belt
In Phase 3, the surviving main belt bodies were left in a dynamical state comparable to the current main belt population. Any loss of material in Phase 3 is produced by the Yarkovsky effect, which drives multi-km and smaller asteroids into mean motion and secular resonances capable of pumping their e values onto planet-crossing orbits (e.g., 2002a) , and comminution. Nearly all asteroids escaping the main belt become part of the NEO population, though their dynamical lifetime in the NEO region varies considerably (see chapter by Vokrouhlický et al.) Though there much to like about the Petit et al. (2001) scenario, we caution that it does not yet include the effects of the putative Late Heavy Bombardment (LHB), an event ∼ 3.9 Gy ago where the inner solar system was ravaged by numerous impactors (e.g., Hartmann et al. 2000) . We refer the reader to recent work by A. Morbidelli, K. Tsiganis, R. Gomes, and H. Levison (e.g., Gomes et al. 2004; Tsiganis et al. 2004) for additional details on the nature of the LHB.
Using the Petit et al. (2001) dynamical evolution scenario, we are now ready to model the collisional evolution in the main belt over solar system history. Our code and results are described below.
Collisional and Dynamical Depletion Evolution Model (CoDDEM)
To model the evolution of the main belt as completely as possible, we integrated the dynamical results described above with a self-consistent 1-D collisional evolution code (Bottke et al. 2004a,b) . The essentials of this code, called CoDDEM (for collisional and dynamical depletion model), are briefly described below. Petit et al. (2001) , where the dynamical evolution of test bodies and planetary embryos were tracked for more than 100 My just after the formation of Jupiter (see Bottke et al. 2004b) . The grey dots are planetary embryos, while the black dots are planetesimals. The black squares are centered on the 5 test bodies that will ultimately be trapped in the main belt zone. At t = 20 My, we see that nearly all of the test bodies have been pushed out of the main belt onto high e, i orbits. Perturbations from Jupiter have also eliminated or forced the merger of many embryos. By t = 60 My, the terrestrial planet system is nearly complete, with only a small remnant population left behind in the main belt zone. This system will eventually produce two terrestrial planets (see text).
We run CoDDEM by entering an initial main belt size-frequency distribution where the population (N ) has been binned between 0.001 km < D < 1000 km in logarithmic intervals dLogD = 0.1. The particles in the bins are assumed to be spherical and are set to a bulk density of 2.7 g cm −3 (Britt et al. 2002; see Bottke et al. 2004a for details) . CoDDEM then computes the time rate of change in the differential population N per unit volume of space over a size range between diameter D and D + dD (Dohnanyi 1969; Williams & Wetherill 1994) :
All these terms are defined below.
Here I DISRUPT is the net number of bodies that leave the bin between D and D + dD per unit time from catastrophic disruption. The collisional lifetime of a body is computed using standard methods (e.g.,Öpik 1951; Wetherill 1967; Greenberg 1982; Farinella & Davis 1992; Bottke & Greenberg 1993) , where the "intrinsic" collision probabilities and impact velocities V imp between the target body and background population are computed Origin and evolution of stony meteorites 363 directly from Phases 1-3 of the dynamical simulations described in Petit et al. (2001) . For details, see Bottke et al. (2004b) .
The projectile capable of disrupting D target is defined as (d disrupt ):
Q * D is defined as the critical impact specific energy; the energy per unit target mass needed to disrupt the target and send 50% of its mass away at escape velocity. In CoDDEM, we assume that D < 150 km disruption events are barely-catastrophic (i.e., 50% of the target body's mass is ejected). This means we neglect both cratering events, which produce much less ejecta over time than barely-catastrophic disruption events (e.g., Dohnanyi 1969; Williams & Wetherill 1994 ) and highly-energetic catastrophic disruption events, which are unlikely to occur (e.g., Love & Ahrens 1997) . For D > 150 km disruptions, we assume they are super-catastrophic (i.e., more than 50% of the mass is ejected). We base this on the observation that the largest bodies found in families formed by D 150 km disruption events frequently contain < 50% of the mass of the original parent body (e.g., Eos, Themis) Bottke et al. 2004a ). More discussion of this issue is given below.
For the simulations described in this paper, we use the Q * D function defined for basaltic targets described by the hydrocode runs of Benz & Asphaug (1994) . This selection was corroborated by Bottke et al. (2004a) , who used a CoDDEM-like code to show that Q * D functions similar to those described by Benz & Asphaug (1994) provide main belt collisional evolution results that are consistent with the available constraints (see below).
To remove disrupted bodies from our size-frequency distribution, we treated breakup events as Poisson random events, with integer numbers of particles removed (or not removed) from a size bin within a timestep according to Poisson statistics (Press et al. 1989) . This means that different seeds for the random number generator can produce different outcomes. For this reason, our CoDDEM results are treated in a statistical manner; to get a quantitative measure of how good a given set of input parameters reproduces observations, we perform numerous trials using different random seeds before comparing our results to observations. We defined I FRAG as the number of bodies entering a size interval per unit time that were produced by the fragmentation of larger bodies. To determine I FRAG , and to keep things as simple as possible given our unknowns in this area, we assume the fragment size distribution (FSD) produced by each catastrophic disruption event was similar to those observed in asteroid families like Themis (super-catastrophic) or Flora (barelycatastrophic) see Bottke et al. 2004a for details of how we chose our FSD values). Themis-like FSDs were developed for D > 150 km disruption events. We assumed the largest remnant was 50% the diameter of the parent body, and the incremental power law index between the largest remnant and fragments 1/60th the diameter of the parent body was -3.5. Fragments smaller than 1/60th the diameter of the parent body follow a power law index of -2.0. Flora-style FSDs were developed for breakups among D < 150 km bodies. Here the diameter of the largest remnant is set to 80% the diameter of the parent body. We gave these FSDs incremental power law indices, from the large end to the small end, of -2.3, -4.0, and -2.0, with transition points at 1/3 and 1/40 the diameter of the parent body. Note that in both cases, we assume that some material is located below the smallest size used by CoDDEM (D = 0.001 km) in the form of small fragments or regolith. Accordingly, mass is roughly but not explicitly conserved.
We defined I DYN to be the number of bodies lost via dynamical processes from the size interval per unit time. The loss mechanisms could be those described in Phase 2 above or 364 William F. Bottke et al. by the Yarkovsky effect/resonances. For the latter, we assumed a size-dependent removal rate for main belt asteroids in each size interval (e.g., Farinella & Vokrouhlický 1999) . Given the uncertainties in choosing these values (e.g., unknown spin rates, thermal conductivities, interaction between Yarkovsky and the so-called YORP mechanism that can change the spin vectors of asteroids; see Rubincam 2000) , we decided base our Yarkovsky removal rate function for D > 1 km bodies on numerical results described in . imposed a steady state on the inner main belt population and tracked their removal via Yarkovsky effect and resonances. Their model included factors such as collisional disruption, collisional spin axis reorientation events, and the effects of YORP. Accordingly, our removal rates decrease from 0.03% per My for D = 1 km bodies to 0.008% per My for D = 10 km bodies. This trend was continued down to 0.005% per My for D = 20 km bodies and 0.0002% for D = 30 km bodies. Beyond this point, we assume nothing escapes the main belt.
For D < 1 km bodies, our removal rate model is uncertain, with little trustworthy numerical work done on this issue to date. For this reason, we kept things simple and assumed sub-km asteroids (0.001 < D < 1 km) are removed at the same rate as D ∼ 1 km asteroids (0.03% per My). Our main justification for this loss rate is that it provides a surprisingly good match to shape of the NEO population (see below). Vokrouhlický and Farinella (2000) , however, show there are asteroidal thermal conductivity values that allow bodies ranging from cm-to km-sized objects to travel approximately the same distance in semimajor axis before disrupting. Given our uncertainty about asteroidal thermal conductivity values for sub-km-sized bodies, we believe our loss rate estimates are as good an estimate as any other currently available.
To calibrate our Yarkovsky effect/resonance removal rate functions, we ran numerous CoDDEM simulations and compared our model NEO population to estimates of the observed population between 0.001 < D 10 km (Stokes et al. 2003; Stuart & Binzel 2004) . We found the above parameters produced a model NEO population that was a good match with observations.
Model Constraints
We tested our CoDDEM model results against a wide range of main belt constraints. One important constraint was the wavy-shaped main belt size distribution. To determine its value, we converted the absolute magnitude H distribution of the main belt described by Jedicke et al. (2002) , who combined observations of bright main belt asteroids with renormalized results taken from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Ivezić et al. 2001) , into a size distribution. This was accomplished using the relationship D(km) = 1329 √ pv 10 −H/5 (Fowler & Chilemi 1992) , and a representative visual geometric albedo p v = 0.092. This produces a main belt population with 1.36×10 6 , 680, and 220 asteroids for D > 1, 50 and 100 km, respectively. These results are consistent with estimates from IRAS/color-albedo data (e.g., Farinella & Davis 1992; , main belt population estimates from the ISO spacecraft (Tedesco & Desert 2002) , and numerical simulations .
A second set of constraints was provided by asteroids families, particularly those that are too large to be dispersed by the Yarkovsky effect over the age of the solar system . Using hydrocode simulations (Durda et al. 2004) to estimate the amount of material in families located below the observational detection limit, we computed that ∼ 20 families have been produced by the breakup of D 100 asteroids over the last ∼ 3.5 Gy (Bottke et al. 2004a ).
CoDDEM adopts the same constraint; we assume that the size distribution bins centered on D = 123. 5, 155.5, 195.7, 246.4, 310 .2, and 390.5 km experienced 5, 5, 5, 1, 1, 1 breakups over the last 3.5 Gy, respectively. A third constraint comes from studies of the cratering record on the lunar maria, which shows the NEO impact flux has been relatively constant over the last ∼ 3 Gy (e.g., Grieve & Shoemaker 1994) . This result implies the NEO population (and thus the main belt population) has been in a quasi-steady state over this time period.
Other constraints are described by Bottke et al. (2004a,b) .
Initial Conditions and a Sample CoDDEM Run
The initial main belt population entered into CoDDEM is divided into two components that are tracked simultaneously: a small component of main belt asteroids that will survive the dynamical excitation event (DDE) described in Phase 2 (N rem ) and a much larger component that will be excited and ejected from the main belt during the Phase 2 DDE (N dep ). Thus, our initial population is N = N rem + N dep . We can use this procedure because we know in advance the dynamical fate of each population via the dynamics simulations described in Sec. 2. The two populations undergo comminution with themselves and with each other. At the end of Phase 2 (i.e., when N dep = 0), CoDDEM tracks the collisional and dynamical evolution of N rem alone for the remaining simulation time.
The size and shape of our initial size distribution was determined by running different initial populations through CoDDEM-like codes and then testing the results against the constraints described in Sec. 4 (Durda et al. 1998; Bottke et al. 2004a,b) . The size distribution that provided the best fit for N rem followed the observed main belt for D > 200 km bodies, an incremental power law index of -4.5 for 110 < D < 200 km bodies, and an incremental power law index of -1.2 for D < 110 km bodies (Bottke et al. 2004b ). The initial shape of the N dep population is always the same as N rem , but its size can be increased or decreased depending on when Jupiter reaches its full size (i.e., the length of Phase 1) (Bottke et al. 2004b) . For the runs shown here, we set N dep = 200N rem and we assumed that Jupiter reached its full size 4 My after the onset of main belt fragmentation.
An example of one successful CoDDEM run is shown in Fig. 2 . The t = 0 My timestep shows our initial conditions. The t = 3 My timestep shows a bump developing near D ∼ 2-3 km for both N rem and N dep ; this is a by-product of the "V"-shaped Q * D function (Campo Bagatin et al. 1994; Durda et al. 1998; Davis et al. 2002) . Self-gravity among D > 200 m objects makes them increasingly difficult to disrupt. This produces an "overabundance" of D ∼ 200 m objects that induces a wave-like perturbation into the main belt size distribution. The t = 30 My timestep shows the N dep population significantly depleted, with few members lasting beyond 100 My. Concurrently, impacts on N rem from N dep eventually produce a shape for its size distribution that approaches that of the observed main belt. [In this paper, when we say "observed main belt", we are usually including the portion of the main belt size distribution that has been inferred from debiased observational data (Jedicke et al. 2002 ; see also Bottke et al. 2004a) .] This explains how the NEO/ECO population (and the impact flux on the Moon) could have been in quasi-steady state for several Gy. A good fit to the main belt population (and to the population of asteroid families) is achieved at 4.6 Gy. Our results show a good match to the estimated NEO population between 0.001 < D < 10 km. This is not a surprise given that our Yarkovsky effect/resonance removal function was selected for this purpose. . Four snapshots from a representative run where we track the collisional evolution of the main belt size distribution for 4.6 Gy. The starting population is divided into two components: the "main belt survivors", who will be left behind in the main belt zone, and the "(To be) excited population", who will be scattered out of the main belt via perturbations from embryos and Jupiter. Here the former population is 200 times smaller than the latter, with Jupiter entering the system at 4 My. The dots represent the observed main belt. The bump observed in most frames near D ∼ 2-3 km is driven by the shape of the asteroid disruption scaling law. The 30 My timestep shows this population significantly depleted, with few members lasting beyond 100 My. A good fit to the main belt and NEO populations is achieved at 4600 My. Note that the NEO population from Stokes et al. (2003) was determined by fitting a line to the D > 1 km bodies; our model NEO population actually provides a better fit to the available D < 1 km NEO data than Stokes et al. However, if our Yarkovsky removal rate function were several times stronger or weaker, we would see a mismatch in not only in the observed number of NEOs but also in the number of main belt objects.
The interesting element here is that the small kink observed in the NEO population near D ∼ 0.7 km is apparently real; note that our Yarkovsky/resonance removal rate function has no inflection points in that size range. A reasonable explanation for the kink is that it is produced by the Yarkovsky effect, which samples D 30 km bodies from across the wave-shape main belt size distribution and delivers them to resonances. Thus, the kink provides additional evidence that most NEOs come from the main belt and that the Yarkovsky effect is the dominant physical process providing asteroids to resonances.
The Evolution of Asteroid Families and Stony Meteoroids
Now that we have a reasonably accurate model of how the main belt and NEO size distributions evolved over solar system history, we can return to the issue of stony meteoroid production, evolution, and delivery to the Earth. For the moment, we concentrate on what happens to main belt meteoroids produced by a single homogeneous and distinct parent body.
A cratering or catastrophic disruption event on our parent body will produce a fragment size distribution (FSD); we assume the event in question is large enough that the FSD includes both meter-sized bodies (meteoroids) as well as larger objects. Subsequent collisions onto bodies in the FSD act as a source for new meteoroids that are genetically the same as those created in the previous generation. This so-called collisional cascade guarantees that meteoroids from this parent body will be provided to the main belt population (and possibly to Earth) for some time after the initial impact event (e.g., Williams & Wetherill 1994) . At the same time, dynamical processes and collisions onto the newly-created meteoroids act as a sink to eliminate them from the main belt. Thus, after the initial collision event, the sources and sinks drive the meteoroid population toward a quasi-steady state. If the sinks dominate the sources, the meteoroid population will undergo a slow (or not so slow) decay as collisions on the FSD deplete the reservoir of larger bodies capable of replacing them. The size and nature of this reservoir, therefore, determine the decay rate of the meteoroid population.
To simulate this process, we modified CoDDEM to track input FSDs evolving within the main belt population. We then tested how FSDs produced by parent bodies having the same diameter as the central body in each bin of our size distribution (e.g., D = 31, 39, 47, 61, 77, 98, 123, 155, . . .) would react to collisions and dynamical depletion via the Yarkovsky effect/resonances over main belt history. We also assumed the collision probability between family members was the same as family members with the background population. This is an oversimplification of reality but reasonable given the approximations used in this work.
Our chief unknown was the nature of the FSD used in each simulation. Note that numerical hydrocode results and observations of asteroid families indicate that FSDs produced by cratering or disruption events can be very different from one another, with factors like impact energy, parent body size, impact angle, etc. playing critical roles in the outcome (e.g., Tanga et al. 1999; Michel 2001; 2003; Durda et al. 2004) . For this reason, we decided to create a "toy" FSD for each body that was purposely exaggerated to test the extremes of the problem (and one that is inconsistent with the FSDs described previously). Our goal here was not to concentrate on absolute numbers delivered to Earth but instead to compute an approximate decay rate for the meteoroid population produced by each toy FSD. The criteria used to create our toy FSDs were as follows:
(i) the FSD had to have the same mass as the parent body when computed over the size intervals with D > 0.001 km,
(ii) the FSD had to follow a single power law slope, though that slope could be different for different parent body sizes (iii) the number of meteoroids in the FSD had to be a factor of ∼ 2 smaller than the number of meteoroids in the main belt population. Accordingly, the breakup of our parent object would produce a FSD that would immediately dominate the main belt meteoroid population. This is not as absurd as it seems at face value; CoDDEM results predict the main belt contains ∼ 10 12 meter-sized objects, which is only the mass equivalent of a single 10-20 km asteroid. Still, this estimate likely overestimates the number of meteoroids produced by small families. The reason we use it is that it places all our toy FSDs on the same initial footing. If smaller asteroid disruption events fail to dominate the meteoroid population under an exaggerated situation, they are similarly unlikely to dominate under more realistic conditions. Fig. 3 shows the what happens when FSDs produced by D = 30 km and 100 km parent bodies are placed in the main belt ∼ 3.1 Ga (1.5 Gy after solar system formation). We made sure this time took place after the LHB, whose effects on the main belt population may have been important. For the FSD derived from the 30 km body, we find that the initial meteoroid population (i.e., meter-sized bodies) drops by a factor of 100 and 10 The smaller family has decayed significantly more than the larger family. Note the shallow slope of the D = 100 km family for 0.7 D 5 km. This shape mimics the that of the background main belt population over the same size range. found the same kinds of shallow slopes in many prominent asteroid families. This suggests these families are old enough to have experienced significant comminution.
parent bodies decay away so quickly that ancient ones are unlikely to deliver meaningful numbers of meteoroids to Earth today. For the 100 km parent body, the decay rate is significantly slower, with the meteoroid population only dropping by a factor of 100 over 2-3 Gy. This suggests that many meteoroids reaching Earth today come from prominent asteroid families with sizable FSDs, even if those families were created billions of years ago.
Another interesting aspect of the evolution of the 100 km parent body's FSD is that comminution produces a shallow slope between 0.7 D 5 km. We note that shallow slopes in this size range have been observed among the FSD of many prominent asteroid families . Our simulations suggest this slope is produced by collisional evolution and is a function of several factors: the "V"-shaped Q * D function used by CoDDEM (e.g., Benz & Asphaug 1999; Bottke et al. 2004a) , the number of D 10 km objects in the FSD, and the bombardment of the FSD from the background main belt population. As the FSD evolves via collisions and dynamical depletion, smaller objects are eliminated faster than they can be replenished by disruption events among bigger objects. Conversely, D > 10 km objects in the FSD (and in the main belt) are hard to disrupt, partly because these bodies have relatively high Q * D values but also because the main belt population's wavy shape provides relatively few projectiles capable of disrupting D > 10 km targets. This means that objects moderately smaller than D ∼ 10 km are not replenished very often. The net result is that (i) the smallest objects in the FSD become depleted and evolve to the same slope as the background main belt population https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1743921304008865 (e.g., O'Brien & Greenberg 2003) , (ii) the D > 10 km population undergoes few changes, and (iii) the 0.7 D 5 km objects evolve to a shallow slope that connects these two extremes, producing a shallow slope reminiscent of the slope of the main belt population in the same size range. In some test cases, we even find the slope in (iii) can be more shallow than the background population, a result consistent with some observed families .
In order to compute a rough measure of how many stony meteorites should be in our collection, we combined the meteoroid decay rates taken from the evolution of our toy FSDs with CODDEM estimates of the production rates of asteroid families over the last ∼ 4 Gy. We attempted to keep things as simple as possible for this calculation by assuming the following: (i) meteoroids from all parts of the main belt have an equal chance of reaching Earth, (ii) all D > 30 km asteroids disrupted over the last several Gy have the capability of producing a distinct class of meteorites, and (iii) once a family's meteoroid production rate drops by a factor of 100, it is unlikely to produce enough terrestrial meteorites to be noticed in our collection. The latter choice is somewhat arbitrary, but it is meant to partially balance against the possibility that our FSDs are too steep for smaller parent bodies.
Our CoDDEM results suggest that asteroid families produced by the breakup of D 100 km bodies have such slow meteoroid decay rates that all ∼ 20 of them may very well be providing meteoroids today, regardless of their disruption time over the last 3-4 Gy. While this is a substantial number, it is not enough to explain the diversity of stony meteorites observed in our collection. Moreover, estimate that only ∼ 40% of the main belt down to a few km in diameter is comprised of asteroids from the largest families.
Among the smaller parent bodies (30 < D < 100 km), we find that, on average, the interval between disruption events across the main belt is short enough that many have disrupted over the last Gy or so (e.g., CoDDEM results predict a D ∼ 30 km body disrupts once every 25 My; a D ∼ 80 km body disrupts once every 160 My). We combine these numbers with our meteoroid decay rate values to estimate the number of parent bodies producing distinct classes of meteorites. For example, Fig. 4 shows that the meteoroid population produced by D ∼ 30 km bodies decays by a factor of 100 over 130 My. This means that if our toy FSD is reasonable, ∼ 5 stony meteorite classes (130 My / 25 My) should come from families produced by the breakup of these size bodies. Making comparable calculations for disruption events among 30 < D < 100 km bodies, we estimate that we should see meteorites from another ∼ 25 parent bodies.
Summing our values, we estimate we should find stony meteorites from ∼ 45 different parent bodies. The actual value is ∼ 30 parent bodies. We consider this to be surprisingly good match when all of our model uncertainties are considered. It also implies that some breakup events occurred recently enough that their FSDs at small sizes may still have power law slopes steeper than the background population.
Other than model inaccuracies, we believe there are several plausible reasons why our estimates come out 50% higher than the observed value. Two important ones are listed here: 1. Some disruption events must occur within existing families. A prominent example would be the Karin cluster, which was produced by the breakup of a D ∼ 25-30 km asteroid inside the Koronis asteroid family (Nesvorný et al. 2002; 2003; ). Because intra-family breakups are unlikely to produce distinct classes of stony meteoroids, this would decrease the total number of parent bodies represented in our model. . Decay rates of meteoroid populations from our "toy" asteroid families produced from parent bodies with 30 < D < 100 km. All families were inserted in CoDDEM at 1.5 Gy after solar system formation. The smallest families decrease by a factor of 100 over a few 0.1 Gy while the largest take several Gy to decay by the same value.
2. Outer main belt meteoroids may have great difficulty reaching Earth. For example, Morbidelli & Gladman (1998) have shown that bodies from the ν 6 secular resonance (along the inner edge of the main belt from 2.1-2.5 AU) have a ∼ 1% chance of striking the Earth, while those from the 5:2 resonance at 2.8 AU only have a ∼ 10 −5 chance. The latter probability is low because most bodies placed in the 5:2 resonance readily reach Jupitercrossing orbits, a characteristic shared by most outer main belt resonances. Moreover, many outer main belt meteoroids may also be analogous to weak carbonaceous chondritic material, which would make their survival through our atmosphere problematic. Taken together, these factors suggest that only the most prolific meteoroid producers in the outer main belt produce meteorites.
We believe these factors could reduce the number of sampled parent bodies in our model enough to match observations. To prove it, we will need to develop a next-generation meteoroid evolution model that accounts for the coupled collisional/dynamical evolution of families as they stretch toward main belt resonances (e.g., . This model will also need to include more realistic FSD estimates than those used here.
Before concluding, we have one additional observation to make about our results. Constraints that can be used to test our model include various meteorite CRE age distributions (e.g., H, L, and LL chondrites; Marti & Graf 1992; Morbidelli & Gladman 1998; Vokrouhlický & Farinella 2000; Eugster 2003) . Our model implies that the wide range of CRE ages observed among the H, L, and LL meteorite classes (∼ 10-100 My) are unlikely to come from multiple cratering events on a single parent body (e.g., . Instead, we postulate they come from small-scale (or not so small-scale) breakup events occurring among family members, where the family itself might stretch from its point of origin all the way to multiple resonant routes leading to Earth. In this scenario, concentrations of CRE ages among meteorite classes, such as the ∼ 7-8 Ma cluster measured on almost half of the H chondrites (Eugster 2003) , would come from distinct breakups events occurring near the resonances. The quantity of meteorites within a given CRE age cluster would then depend on the size of the disrupted immediate precursor, its proximity to the resonance, and the likelihood that material in that resonance would reach Earth.
Conclusions
Our main belt evolution model provides results that are consistent with the limited number of parent bodies represented in our stony meteorite collection. We believe that most stony meteorites are byproducts of a collisional cascade, with some coming from asteroid families produced by the breakup of D > 100 km bodies over the last several Gy and the remainder coming from smaller, more recent breakup events among D < 100 km asteroids that occurred over recent times (i.e., 1 Gy). Other notable results described in the paper include the following: (i) the wavy main belt size distribution is likely a "fossil" produced by collisions taking place in the first few tens of My of solar system history; (ii) the kink in the NEO size distribution near D ∼ 0.7 km is likely a by-product of the Yarkovsky effect/resonances working on the wavy main belt population, and (iii) collisional evolution likely explains why so many observed asteroid families have shallow power law slopes in the size interval 0.7 < D < 5 km .
